
In-floor cleaning and 
circulation system.

Intelligent pool system
s. Make time for the 

important things



23%
33%

More powerful water
flow at no additional 
energy cost.

Wider coverage than a
standard cleaning head 
means fewer are needed.

Significantly reduces energy usage when 
combined with variable speed pumps.

Easily retrofits to many existing in-floor 
cleaning systems.

The most powerful and efficient in-floor 
cleaning and circulation system available.

Circulates water completely for a cleaner, 
healthier, more enjoyable pool.

Reduces chemical use by dispersing them 
more efficiently.

Saves heating costs by introducing water 
at the pool floor for an even temperature.

MagnaSweep is good for your pool, for 
the environment, and for your wallet.

QuikSkim

Debris Removal Drain

LeafVac

In-Floor Cleaning Heads

Conventional systems only move 
water at the surface, creating 
cold spots and poor sanitization.

A&A circulation systems efficiently 
distribute clean, heated water evenly 
for a fully enjoyable experience. 

The easy way 
to own a pool.

Even better together. 

When these jets are combined with the powerful 
QuikSkim venturi skimmer, the oversized LeafVac 
debris container, and the large AVSC or smaller 
PDR2 debris removal drains, the MagnaSweep 
vforce system is unmatched in its delivery of a 
perfect, top-to-bottom clean. 

Enjoy the ease of a self-cleaning pool that is more 
powerful and more effective than any other, all 
without ever lifting a finger. That’s the beauty of 
the MagnaSweep vforce.

Learn more about MagnaSweep and other products 
from A&A Manufacturing at aamfg.com.

Venturi Flow Intake

Combined Flow for
Amplified Output

Main Pump Intake Jets are available in multiple colors 
to blend with your pool finish.

Circulation is the key to healthy pool water. 

A pool isn’t clean unless it’s well-circulated. For 
immaculate, healthy water, you need an effective 
cleaning and circulation system. The MagnaSweep 
vforce self-cleaning system increases sanitization, 
ensures an even dispersement of chemicals, reduces 
heat loss, and eliminates cold pockets. This means 
less time spent cleaning, and more time for what’s 
really important: enjoying your pool. 

Not only does MagnaSweep save you time and 
money, it’s also better for the environment. A well-
circulated pool uses less energy and requires fewer 
chemicals to maintain, making your pool the most 
eco-friendly pool available. 

More cleaning power than any other jet. 

Using a series of strategically positioned cleaning 
heads on your pool floor, steps, and benches, A&A’s 
MagnaSweep directs chemicals, circulates water, 
and removes debris. With automatic 360° rotation, 
these advanced jets guarantee optimal cleaning and 
circulation. When not active, the jets fully retract 
into your pool floor, making them nearly invisible. 

MagnaSweep’s venturi-powered head design draws 
in more water than standard cleaning heads. This 
gives added flow power to give your pool superior 
cleaning strength and capability at no extra cost.



Intelligent 
pool systems.
When it comes to pool cleaning, circulation, and 
safety, A&A Manufacturing is the leading developer
of innovative, time-saving products. Since 1982, 
we’ve delivered what pool professionals and owners
want most–a safe, clean pool that requires virtually 
no effort to maintain. 

A&A products are a direct outgrowth of valued 
feedback from pool professionals and owners, 
intensive real-world field research, and experience 
gathered from our pool building roots. 

We are committed to providing you with the most 
intelligent pool systems by offering technologically 
advanced, eco-friendly, and family-friendly products
that create a pool experience second to none. 
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